“I’m sorry, Joe, your answer was correct, but Lynn shouted her incorrect answer over yours, so she gets the points!”
FERC vs. Trump Administration

Status?
FERC Decision by All 5 FERC Commissioners

“…neither the DOE proposal nor comments in the record showed that existing market rules are unjust and unreasonable.”
Widespread Agreement All 5 FERC Commissioners

“NO Emergency With Nation’s Electric Grid to Justify Bailouts to Coal and Nuclear Power Plants.”
FERC vs. Trump Administration

Trump 0

FERC 2
The Sierra Club claims that 40% of PacifiCorp's coal fleet is uneconomical.
CAISO SB 350 Study Results

“A regional energy market would reduce emissions of greenhouse gases and other air pollutants in California and throughout the West.”
State Energy Policies in RTO Regions
Regionalization Benefits Summary

- $1.5 Billion in Savings for California Ratepayers Annually by 2030
- 10 to 11 Million Metric Tons Reduced Regional CO$_2$ Emissions by 2030
- 9,900 to 19,400 New Jobs by 2030
- Integration to 100% Renewables Future for California at Lower Cost
- More Rapid Decarbonization of the Western Grid